
 

BT-250 Cellophane wrapping machine 
 

 
 
This machine is in absorption and digestion of foreign equipment, on the basis of carefully 
designed. Imported digital frequency converter and electric components, with stable and reliable 
running, sealing strong, smooth beautiful, etc. This machine Can wrapping package by piece or 
barrel, feeding, folding, heat sealing, packaging, counting, and automatically paste anti-
counterfeiting gold thread. Packaging speed can be steeples speed regulation, replace folding 
cardboard and minimal parts packaging different specifications (size, height, width) of cassette 
packaging. This machine is widely used in medicine, health care products, food, cosmetics, 
stationery, audio and video products, and the IT industry in various cassette piece automatic 
packaging by item. 
 
Application 
 
1. Sealing moisture proof effect is good, the interface ruffled heat sealing, two side folding after 
heat sealing and plastic, sealed performance is perfect, can achieve the purpose of the 
moisture; 
2. Opened easily. Compared with heat shrinkable packaging, the packaging items unsealed is 
simple, as long as opened wire (commonly known as unsealed line or gold thread) turn around 
can be opened, and the heat shrinkable packaging machine power consumption is very big 
(more than a dozen kw), shrinkage inside the furnace temperature is very high, and there are 
waste. 
3. The whole wrapping process heat sealing time is rapidly heated; therefore, this machine is 
widely used in heat sensitive drugs, lipid soluble drugs, biological pharmacy, soft capsule, 
vaccine as other active agents and unfavorable use heat shrinkable packaging drugs. 
4. Anti-fake. Pharmaceutical producing enterprises can be printed on the golden cord graphic or 
logo as trademark and to identify its authenticity. Also can choose various specifications, 



different colors of gold thread, such as single gold, full gold, gold letters, filled with bright gold, 
full red, black letter, white letters, laser anti-counterfeit and so on, after packaging it for protect 
brand products in the name of the enterprise; 
5. After packaging drugs can improve cultural quality, improve the added value of medicine, the 
quality of the products and packaging, consumers love, as same as the promotion effect; 
 
Main Technical parameters: 
 

Production capacity 20-70  packs/min 

Packing dimensions  L+H+（5-10mm)≤250mm 

Power supply 220V 50Hz 

Motor Power 0.75Kw 

Electric heating 5Kw 

Overall dimensions 2100x800x1700mm 

Weight 880kg 

 


